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B.O.S.S. – Best of Smart Services 
 
Frequently Asked Questions – FAQs: 
 
Question: How many recommendations will I get in BOSS & at what time line ? 
Answer: Our Writers Top Picks will be provided in BOSS. On average minimum 2-3 Stocks advises & 
recommendations will be given in a quarter from each writer contributing in BOSS. Exclusive calls will be 
advised in this service. 
 
Question: What types of advises/calls/recommendations will be covered in BOSS ? 
Answer: BOSS is an All-In-One Service wherein recommendations will be mix of different segments of stock 
market such as: 

 Technical  
 Fundamental 
 Futures & Options  

 Techno – Funda  
 Astro – Funda 
 Commodities and others

Question: Is it for Long Term, Mid Term or Short Term? 
Answer: Advises will be either for Intraday, Short Term, Mid Term or Long Term Positional. 
Subscriber may choose which one to follow depending on his or her Risk Return Appetite, style of investing 
or trading, etc.  
 
Question: Will I get Research Report or any other document with recommendation ? 
Answer: Whenever possible, we may share One to Two Pages Viewable Research Report for Positional 
Delivery advises within next 2 Working Days which will be uploaded inside Login of the subscriber.  
Please note NOT all calls will have research report especially in Options, Short term calls like BTST, Intraday 
or likewise.  
 
Question:  What type of Information will be given in a Recommendation ? 
Answer: Stock details to be provided in below format or as per similar format applicable: 

 Type of Call: 
 Stock Name/Advise: 
 Advise Price/Current Market Price: 
 Target Price: 
 Stop Loss: 
 Holding Period (if applicable): 
 Weightage Allocation (if applicable): 
 1 Line Reason for Advise (if applicable): 
 Any other necessary detail we may think its good to share as per type of call 

 
For Futures & Options strategy advise format will be different.  
 
Question: When will I get a recommendation ? 
Answer: Call advises can either be during Live markets or can also be later depending on advise. 
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Question: What will be medium to get a recommendation? 
Answer: Presently recommendations will be shared over Registered Email & Telegram Private Channel, 
subject to change as per best fit in future depending on changing times & technology.  
 
Question: What are other standard Terms & Conditions of this service ? 
Answer: Please go thru detailed Terms & Conditions available on Subscription page of our website 
www.smartinvestmnet.in before subscribing to the service. 
 
Question: What’s the refund policy ? 
Answer: Fees are non transferrable and non refundable.  
 
Question: What is the Fees structure ? 
Answer: Please visit www.smartinvestment.in to check current price structure of various available plans. 
 
Question: Who are the contributing writers ? 
Answer: Contributing writers are confidential for our internal reasons. But mostly all our contributing 
writers are selected from our Newspaper only. 
 
Question: Will I get exit advise ? 
Answer: A recommendation will have all the details while you trade or make a position and we insist to 
follow what’s been mentioned when a recommendation is be sent. If possible we may share exit update, 
either to Book Profit or Book Loss, whatever case maybe, but its not standard part of the service. Hence do 
as per the recommendation received.  
 
Question: When will my service considered start ? 
Answer: Once you make your subscription payment you will soon get a Welcome email. From that time your 
service will start.  
 
Question: Will I get daily recommendation ? 
Answer: NO. As we want to give you Best of the Best, we shall provide recommendations only when we find 
it most suitable & appropriate to share. Too many recommendations aren’t going to help anyway. Our 
efforts should be less efforts & more income. 
 
Question: What if I subscribe but don’t follow any recommendation ? 
Answer: You may or may not wish to act on our recommendations as per your will. If you wish to track the 
recommendations & see how it goes then its absolutely your choice.  
 
Question: What happens when my subscription period ends? 
Answer: We will try to remind you by message and email so that you can renew and continue getting the 
benefits of the service. 
 
Question: Can I get trial service ? 
Answer: We are sorry but there is no such provision. You can start with minimum plan and see how well this 
goes for you and then renew further on as per your needs. We shall be periodically sharing our performance 
in our Smart Investment Newspaper, Telegram Channel, Instagram, Facebook, WhatsApp group, Webinars 
or Workshop, etc. so stay connected. 
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Question: Whom shall I contact for trouble executing the advise ? 
Answer: Well, You need to contact your Broker for that. Contact Us only if you don’t receive any advise 
within 1 week from subscription on our email or WhatsApp on 9825306980 
 
Question: What is guarantee of your recommendations? 
Answer: There’s no guarantee that all our recommendations will be as per our expectations. Unlike Fixed 
Deposits where in one gets a clear fixed return, in Stock Market returns are never guaranteed. Volatility is 
high in stock market investment and one must know this and invest accordingly. Please consult your 
personal financial advisor before making any investment. If you don’t know how to trade or invest or follow 
given recommendations, please go with Mutual Funds or safe asset class instead of trying on your own in 
direct equity investment.  
 
Question: What if Target is achieved ? 
Answer: Act as per recommendation given. If Target is achieved an exit was stated earlier then one must 
exit. Staying further in is absolutely your choice, if you feel like still holding then take your own call. 
 
Question: What if Stop Loss (Stop Loss) hits ? 
Answer: Stop Loss is an important element of making an investment in Stock Market. It help one preserve 
the capital if an investment unfortunately doesn’t act as expected. Booking Loss and exiting is always 
considered safe by all experts. Holding on to a bad investment which is just going down giving more loss is 
not wise. Instead safe guard your capital by exiting and then identify better opportunity to invest.  
 
Question: I have tried investing in stock market but failed and lost my money. What should I do ? 
Answer: We are sorry to hear this. Investing in Stock Market is indeed risky and one must do due diligence 
before investing. Its been said that one must invest what he or she is ok losing. But when you follow 
someone who is doing advising & investing successful over years, is well qualified & an expert then following 
such person is better than doing it on your own.  
 
Question: Isn’t your subscription fees high ? 
Answer: It really depends on one’s perspective. If someone who is investing small amount then yes he or 
she may find it a bit high, but this being our Premium & Exclusive service if someone is investing relatively 
big amount then it will be just a small percentage of investment which anyone can pay for getting excellent 
recommendation. Just imagine if one who has no or low knowledge investing on own vs. investing on a well 
qualified advisor’s recommendation. Choice is always yours to choose what suits you best. 
 
Question: What if I want to exit a recommendation before it reaches its Target or Stop Loss ?  
Answer: Absolutely your choice to take your own decision whether to enter, hold or exit our 
recommendation whenever you want. Its your money & your decision at your end. 
 
Question: I don’t use Email, WhatsApp or Telegram ? 
Answer: We shall be providing recommendations or notifications thru Email & Telegram Private Channel 
both. We strongly recommend to use either of this service.  
  
Thanking You! 
Team BOSS by Smart Investment 
www.smartinvestment.in  


